For example, if a user is holding a clear interaction palette used to track and tactilely represent the surface
of a virtual three dimensional menu displayed via a stereoscopic projection system495, the interaction
palette greatly helps to create the illusion of the projected stereo image as being coincident with the
interaction palette. The pixels appear to emanate from the surface of the palette - thus greatly increasing
the perceived spatial fidelity of the stereoscopic projection system.

Projected image appears through palette

3. VIRTUAL PIXELS / PIXEL DUST
The concept of a virtual pixel floating in space before the user and used to represent coincident virtual
objects is central to this paper. A way to think of the virtual pixel is to think of all objects within a virtual
environment as being comprised of pixel dust - imaginary 3D flecks of light floating in space that can be
placed anywhere within a virtual environment to represent virtual objects.
The effective size, quantity, shape and spatial characteristics of the granules of pixel dust quickly become
interesting limitations to the designer of virtual environments. With this in mind, the description of the
granules can be used to qualify different types of virtual environment systems with a uniform set of
metrics. It can also be used to test the utility of proposed system configurations for a given application.
For example, it is very difficult to quantify the usefulness of stereoscopy in an immersive environment.
Most users will report that a stereoscopic immersive environment ‘feels more real’ - but this anecdotal data
is not useful when trying to justify the increase of a stereoscopic system’s procurement cost. Painstaking
human performance studies often show decreasesin task performance times when stereoscopic displays are
compared with monoscopic displays - but the tasks are often only peripherally relevant for alternative
applications not included in the original study.
If stereoscopy is thought of in terms of granules of pixel dust, however, its utility is made more obvious.
Assume that a stereoscopic display is being considered for a specific application and that the system can
display 50 different levels of depth (the expected separation between images for the left and right eye is
between 0 to 50 pixels, and a separation of one pixel is noticeable by the user). In this case, thinking of the
system as consisting of granules means that any given pixel on the stereoscopic display can be used to
represent one of 50 different depth locations. Thus the 1000 by 1000 by 2 display effectively becomes a
1000 by 1000 by 50 display - one million pixels can be placed into 50,000,OOOlocations.
While this pixel dust analysis points out the gain possible with a stereoscopic display, it can also highlight
limitations. For example, it inherently acknowledges a quantification of depth resolution that is often
ignored. In addition, it forces the immersive environment designer to choose a display that is the
appropriate size for the application’s required working volume - there is no reason to locate pixel dust
where it cannot be seen or used.
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4. PIXELS IN SPACE - OBSERVATIONS
When qualifying systems using metrics based upon granules of pixel dust, it is not necessaryto define the
elusive level of immersion. It is necessaryto consider the virtual pixels as if they were a tangible part of the
immersive system. Important questions to answer regarding the pixel dust include the following:
0

0
0
0
0
0

Is it where you need and expect it?
Is it dense enough?
Can the user’s eyes converge on it?
Do physical props work with it?
Is there enough of it?
Is it where the user can get to it?

5. APPLICATION

0
0
l

0
0
0

Can you navigate through it?
What effective working volume does it fill?
Can the user’s eyes accommodate it?
What artifacts does it introduce?
Can it be shared simultaneously with other users?
Can it be seen and presented to a large group?

REQUIREMENTS

- OBSERVATIONS

Immersive environment systems are used for a broad array of applications. It is important to honestly
determine what is critical to a given application, and how the system is expected to be used. To do this, it
is helpful to look at the basic modes of use, and the basic environment types.
There appear to be three modes of using immersive environments. The first is when a single user is
analyzing existing data or creating a new design in a concerted and individualized fashion - the system is
being used to contemplate. The second is when two or more users are working together to analyze data or
create a new design and both users are actively engaged with the environment - here the system is being
used to collaborate. The third is when data or a design is being explained to a group of people with little
interaction of the group with the environment - the system is being used to present.
Text, virtual models and virtual environments are three common types of environments. Text - plain old
letters and numbers - is very important for many applications and is often ignored. Virtual models are
distinct from virtual environments and unless both types are required, a performance gain can be achieved
by excluding the other. For example, there is no reason to surround a user with a Cave when the user will
only be designing individual small parts. Creation of a matrix similar to the following is useful to see the
interdependency between modes of use and environment types for a given application.

1 Contemplate

1 Collaborate

6. DISPLAY AND INTERACTION

1 Present

MATRIX

Virtual pixels are best created through the combination of a display with interaction devices - not by a
display alone. The addition of an interaction device can be used to increase the perceived depth fidelity of
the pixel dust, increase the working volume, and so forth. This paper discusses a small cross section of
devices and displays with the hope that the underlying analysis can be extended to most immersive
systems. The following matrix formalizes the process by highlighting possible combinations - some which
will work well, and others that should be avoided.
Boom
Push
Bench
Wall
Room
Gloves

Props

Controllers

Duo
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7. EXAMPLES
Projection based room displays, such as the Naval Research Laboratory’s Grotto or the CAVE677are very
good at putting pixels where the user expects them. These systems physically build a large work-volume
into which they pour four to five screens full of l,OOO,OOO
pixels each. The spacestend to physically
correspond to the environment being represented. As such, interaction is simple - the user turns the body to
look at what is of interest. Head-tracking is only used for stereoscopic rendering, with the entire wraparound environment being rendered at all times. Room displays such as this are computationally expensive
and physically expensive as well - all that pixel dust takes up a lot of room to create and see. While
excellent for contemplative applications, the current limitation to a single - or at most two - active users
makes room systems far less attractive choices for collaborative work and group presentations.
Room displays are typically very good for the visualization of virtual environments in which the user is
surrounded by the environment (and thus pixel dust). They are not optimal for the visualization of virtual
models’ or text-based data where virtual pixels go to waste as they are located behind the user or are not
dense enough to represent text.
Projection based wall displays typically present 3000 by 1000 pixels with stereo capability on a 20 foot
wide surface. They are excellent at the visualization of models that virtually fill the space immediately in
front of and behind the screen - typically automotive applications. The ability to go into a non-stereo
projection mode allows for the easy projection of text-based data, while the flat and open form-factor
allows for group presentations as well as collaborative and contemplative work. Wall type systems are not
appropriate however, for visualization of most virtual environments (as opposed to virtual models) as the
pixel dust cannot easily surround the user. Interaction tends to be accomplished by the user physically
walking around the virtual model, although wand and push type devices are being tested and appear to be
useful.
Wall based systems inherently have ambiguous virtual pixels near the edge of the screen due to the reverse
occlusion which occurs there. Software can be written to help reduce this effect or a hardware baffle can
be usedg710.This ambiguity is a good example of a stereoscopic artifact that is recognized when thinking of
the system as projecting virtual pixels into spaceas opposed to merely projecting two sets of time
alternating pixels onto a screen.
In order to accommodate the need to surround users with pixel dust - such as with a CAVE, or place the
pixel dust into a large virtual model - such as with a wall, systems which can be physically reconfigured to
more closely match the desired environment are becoming popular. The RAVE and the MD-Flex are
examples?

Reconfigurable Cubit/RAVE displays
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MD Flex Reconfigurable System

Virtual pixels help explain why workbench systems - and all projection based displays - have a limitation in
the usable working volume of the display. While the user’s eyes are accommodating on the projection
screen, the calculated disparity is typically for a point in space that is in front or behind the screen - for
where the virtual pixel is located. The user is focusing on the real pixel emanating from the screen surface,
but is trying to triangulate the eyes on the floating virtual pixel. This rivalry between accommodation and
convergence places a physiological limit on how far from the screen’s surface the virtual pixel can be
placed without causing visual discomfort. For medium sized workbench systems, this is typically a foot in
front of the screen and three feet behind the screen.

I--

~ Minibench - Can Reach All Pixels

Workbench systems2 excel at the presentation of small models due to the tight working volume of their
virtual pixels - the high density of pixels can provide stunning resolution as they are concentrated only
where needed. This effect is enhanced by the use of direct interaction props such as gloves or palettes.
Such props work well on bench systems as the entire volume of pixel dust is within arms’ reach of the user.
While flat workbench systems work well for a single user doing contemplative work, they fail for use by
more than one user - the virtual pixels are in the wrong place for the non-spatially tracked users. The Duo
system13overcomes this by allowing two sets of mathematically correct virtual pixels to be presented to
different users by time sequencing the displayed views. This allows bench systems to be used for
collaborative work. For presentations, most workbench systems adjust to provide a vertical display surface
that moves the pixels to where they can be seenby a large group.

Proiected Geometrv Shift for Two Users

PIT- Two Merged Yet Unique Pixel Volumes
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The University of North Carolina’s PIT display allows for co-located collaborative work not by time
sequencing the pixels but by having two sets of pixel dust overlap in space. Because the user is effectively
orthogonal to the other user’s screen, each user is given a unique volume of pixel dust. Because each user’s
pixel dust overlaps the other’s, the system ingeniously allows for collaborative interaction14.
Tracked displays such as the BOOMor a head-mounted display need only display the portion of the virtual
environment that the user is looking at. In this fashion, resolutions far exceeding that of projection based
displays can be had at a fraction of the cost. Such systems are limited to contemplative work as only a
single user can look into a direct view system at a time. By mounting a large flat panel display on a
counterbalanced and tracked structure, many of the advantages of the BOOMcan be retained while allowing
for collaborative viewing between two users. It is interesting to note that even with a monoscopic LCD
panel, the ability to physically move the display through space offers the feeling of painting a virtual
volume with pixel dust.

Counterbalanced & Tracked LCD Panel

LCD Based PUSH Display

The Push display tightly integrates a stereoscopic display system with a force-based form of navigatior??
Users can easily navigate around virtual objects as small as a thimble, while simultaneously maintaining
navigational control in spaces as large as 100 cubic miles by using their body to push against the display
and signal the immersive system to translate or rotate in a corresponding fashion. This effectively allows
the user to place a densely filled pixel dust work-volume throughout an extremely large area. Command
control and communication applications demand such large work volumes.
Interaction devices such as the WorkPalette allow the user to directly manipulate virtual pixels by placing
the finger against the surface of the palette in space and touching the corresponding virtual pixel which is
visible through the clear plastic of the palette, yet appears to be located on the palette. Despite the
accommodation and convergence rivalry issue, this allows the user to more easily perceive virtual pixels as
floating in space, and allows for complex interactions such as streamline placement to be accomplished
with simple wrist and hand gestures that appear to be influencing the floating pixel dust.

Palette Used to Sketch and Place Streamlines - Used as a Tactile Constraint
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8. CONCLUSIONS
Three tools have been presented which can be used to analyze immersive systems. The first is to plot
modes of use against environment types. The second is to create a matrix analyzing display type against
interaction methodology. The third is to analyze the system as if it created a volume of three dimensional
pixels and determine if the quality of the created pixel volume is appropriate for the given application and
use.
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